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Capture the spirit of a dead witch before she claims another victim! Summer camp has always been about good memories and
new experiences. But the children at one particular 5d3b920ae0
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Nice little game for a few hours of hidden object/puzzle goodness. The game is fairly easy, with some puzzles a decent
challenge. Would have been nice for some voice acting to enhance the theme, which really is nothing to write home about, but is
engaging nonetheless. Recommended to newer players of this genre. I'll give this a sideways thumb.. It's a bit short, but the story
is great. Wouldn't buy it for full price though I feel it's to short for that price tag.. can't play/ loads the splash screens but them
noting but an empty black screen. tried all of the compatibility options and just can not get it to play on windows 10.. The game
is pretty nice, especially the story. Its a horror-HOG, which is a nice mix. I would rather like when the characters would talk and
the speech wouldn't be written but in this game it doesn't really matter. There is not that much talking.. Average to okay story
but the number of bugs means it hasn't been playtested properly before release. Issues include the Smiley Face Tokens which
can prevent you from progressing if you fail to pick them up at the right time, a full screen bug which affects the cursor and
some of the later messages appearing as ascii characters.. Average to okay story but the number of bugs means it hasn't been
playtested properly before release. Issues include the Smiley Face Tokens which can prevent you from progressing if you fail to
pick them up at the right time, a full screen bug which affects the cursor and some of the later messages appearing as ascii
characters.

Check out our HOG games! : We are happy to announce that we released several new Hidden Object games on Steam: Please,
check it out and tell us if you like it or not?. Magic Encyclopedia: Moon Light released! : Hurry up to get additional discount on
Magic Encyclopedia: Moon Light!. Check out our 3 new games! : Hey everybody, We are happy to announce new releases on
Steam today: Please, check it out and tell us if you like it or not?. House of 1000 Doors: Serpent Flame released! : Hurry up to
get additional discount on House of 1000 Doors: Serpent Flame!. Check out our 3 new games! : Hey everybody, We are happy
to announce new releases on Steam today: Please, check it out and tell us if you like it or not?. Magic Encyclopedia: Moon Light
released! : Hurry up to get additional discount on Magic Encyclopedia: Moon Light!. Have you played Werewolf (Mafia card
game) online? A giveaway is there inside the game! : We are happy to announce a new game comming from Alawar Premium
next month. This game is called I'm not a Monster: Free opened demo is available already and you could try it with your friends.
This game is multiplayer only! You have a chance to win a free key for full version.. "Dark Strokes: The Legend of the Snow
Kingdom Collectors Edition" news. : A Czech version of the game has been added.
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